
manoj rawat
Java Web Developer

PROJECTS

Dec 2023
Jan 2024
1 Month

QuantaCare CRM
https://crm.quantacare.org

Spring Boot, Spring Security, Hibernate/JPA, AJAX, jQuery

Presenting a specialized CRM designed for Pediatric Treatment management. This 
comprehensive system effortlessly captures session records, including images 
and historical data, while also featuring a convenient invoice sending capability. 
Streamline your workflow with this user-friendly solution for precise and efficient 
pediatric healthcare documentation.

 Created a Pediatric Treatment CRM enabling admin to input daily treatment 
records and sessions seamlessly.

 Implemented a versatile payment system accommodating various modes 
(cash, online, credit, debit card) with options for full, partial, or pending 
payments per session.

 Engineered an email-enabled invoice generation and delivery system. 
Incorporated advanced filtering options for treatment records and sessions 
based on specific criteria

 Enhanced user experience through efficient pagination for managing large 
datasets.

June 2021
Aug 2021
2 Months

Career Portal
career.edgematics.ai 

Spring Boot, Spring Security, HQL, JPQL, Thymeleaf, AJAX/Jquery

Created an advanced online hiring portal for Edgematics company, streamlining 
the application process. Candidates can seamlessly sign up or log in, input 
necessary details, and either take a timed exam or submit a resume based on the 
applied position. The portal facilitates result viewing, delivery, and initiates 
subsequent processes via email. Experience a fully automated hiring journey with 
this user-friendly platform.

 Successfully crafted a client interface in the form of a career portal, offering a 
seamless experience for users.

 Developed an intuitive admin panel enabling the efficient oversight of user data 
and control over essential functions.

 Implemented an email service, ensuring timely and informative notifications for 
both users and the company throughout the recruitment process.

Jun 2020
Feb 2021
8 Months

Zazbaat
zazbaat.com

Servlet, JSP, MySQL, AJAX/Jquery

Zazbaat.com is a captivating social platform designed for individuals to express 
and share their thoughts and creativity, specifically through the art of poetry. 
Engage with a community passionate about the written word, fostering a space 
where emotions and creativity intertwine. Join Zazbaat.com to explore, connect, 
and share the profound world of poetry.

 Introduced seamless post creation, commenting, replying, and sharing 
capabilities

 Implemented instant notifications, keeping users informed of post activities
 Crafted user-centric profiles, balancing personal and public aspects for a 

comprehensive experience.

Certifications

Sep 2019
Dec 2019

Core Java and Advanced Java
Skill Enhanced Academic
Solution-Microsoft AEP

Academic Qualifications

June 2015
June 2018

Bachelor of Computer Application
IGNOU
New Delhi

Mar 2009
Mar 2013

Senior & Higher Secondary
CBSE Board
Uttarakhand

experience

Jan 2022
Current

Hocalwire
Java Backend Developer
Noida 63, India

CONTACT

+91 80061 05904 

+91 72108 90344

manojrawat612@gmail.com 

665, Nitikhand 3, Indirapuram

Ghaziabad, India 201014

www.manojrawat.me

ABOUT

Possessing 4 years of seasoned 
expertise in Java development, I excel 
in a spectrum of technologies 
including Java, Servlet, Spring Boot, 
Spring Security, and Hibernate. 
Proficient in web technologies such as 
JSP, Thymeleaf, HTML, CSS, AJAX/
jQuery, and well-versed in Linux 
environments.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

JAVA

Back-End- Spring Boot, Spring 
Security, Spring REST

Front-End- Thymeleaf, JSP/
Servlet, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, 
Ajax, JQuery

Database- MySQL Server, 
Hibernate

GitHub, AWS, M.S. Windows, Linux

PERSONAL DETAILS
Date of Birth


Hometown


Marital Status


Linguistic


Hobbies 

June 30th 1996


Bageshwar, Uttarakhand


Unmarried


Hindi, English


Chess, Playing Volleyball, 

Programming

AWARD

1st Runner up of Hackathon
Nov 2023

Localwire

Employee of the Quater
Oct 22

Localwire

https://crm.quantacare.org
https://career.edgematics.ai
https://zazbaat.com
https://github.com/PahadiBlood

